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What agreement is in  
place between the firm  
and Novitas?

A framework agreement is put in place between your firm and Novitas.  
This is a global terms agreement so is only signed once and will cover  
any loans Novitas makes to your clients under this scheme.
Access to the scheme is only available to firms with an experienced  
clinical negligence practice. 

The agreement includes the following undertakings: 
• to only use the scheme for cases you believe meet the lending criteria
•  to inform Novitas of any material change in the case that may impact  

its ability to recover the loan. Material changes are defined in the 
agreement and your client will sign an irrevocable undertaking to  
allow this

• to provide regular case updates when requested
•  to pay Novitas from any proceeds you receive as part of the  

settlement, before passing on the remainder in accordance with  
your client’s instructions. Your client will give you permission for  
this by signing a deed of assignment with Novitas

There is no financial undertaking from either the solicitor or the firm.  
The loan is between Novitas and your client.
There is no cost to the solicitor to join the scheme.

Is funding capped by  
firm or case?

There is no lending cap per firm. The only cap is on an individual case and 
this is set by the insurer and documented in the insurance policy for each 
client. Typically, this cap is £100,000.00.

Can I recommend  
a Novitas loan?

A Novitas loan can be presented as an option for your client to consider.  
We will provide information for you to provide to your client on how the  
loan works, clearly stating that you are not recommending it. We will also 
send our FAQs to your client when they apply for their loan.
In our experience, some firms have added a section to the client care letter 
saying that they are an approved firm and for further information directing 
them to the Novitas client FAQs.
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About the loan

What can the loan  
be used for?

The loan is regulated under the Consumer Credit Act 1974 and can be  
used to pay for disbursements, such as court issue fees, medical reports  
and GP records.

How does the loan work? The loan contract is between Novitas and your client.
The money is drawn down from the facility as it is needed and paid directly 
to your client account to pay disbursements associated with the case. Your 
client does not have to use the entire loan amount and interest only accrues 
once the money is sent to your client account.
There is nothing for the client to pay until the case concludes as interest is 
rolled up on a simple basis i.e. there is no compounding of interest. 
An insurance policy is put in place to cover the loan repayment if the case  
is not successful. This policy will be arranged between yourself and the 
Insurer. The client instructs the firm to repay the funding from the proceeds 
of the case or otherwise from the proceeds of the insurance policy.
You will have a dedicated on-line portal to administer the facility, where you 
can make new applications, make draw down requests, and monitor the 
status of any applications or draw down requests.
The scheme is only available to clients of approved firms, and Novitas will 
consider each case individually.
This is a fully recourse loan and the client is always responsible for 
repayment of the loan.

How much does  
the loan cost?

There is no minimum loan period, no early repayment charges and no 
minimum interest charge.
If the client case is unsuccessful, the loan is repaid from an insurance policy. 
If the case is settled, the loan is repaid from the settlement award.

Our charges are straight forward and transparent: 
•  An administration fee of £75 for each of the first five amounts drawn 

down from the loan. This is taken directly by Novitas and added to  
the amount drawn down

•  Interest is fixed at 15% per annum or 1.25% per month and calculated 
on a simple basis, i.e. there is no compounding of interest. Interest  
only accrues on money drawn down from the loan facility

•  Interest is calculated by taking the annual interest rate of 15%  
(1.25% per month), multiplying by the amount used and dividing  
by the number of days it has been drawn down. For example, if the 
client has drawn down £10,000 for 6 months, they will pay back  
interest on the £10,000 of £774

•  Recent legal precedent may make a proportion of the interest 
recoverable from the other side. This is not guaranteed however  
so assume that the interest is to be repaid from the settlement

• The non-recoverable element of the insurance policy

If the claim is unsuccessful the loan is covered in full by a Legal Expense 
Insurance Policy and the client will not be liable to repay the loan.
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About the loan

What is the duration  
of the loan?

 The agreement has no fixed duration, but will last at least 12 months.  
The funding must be repaid on conclusion of the claim to which it relates.

Does the client have  
to have insurance?

Yes. The loan must be covered by an insurance policy from an Insurer 
approved by Novitas. The policy proceeds will be used to repay Novitas  
if a case is not successful. The solicitor will arrange the insurance with our 
approved insurer. 
The cost of the insurance depends on the claim type and the insurer 
chosen, and is deferred and contingent upon case success. It is only 
payable if the case is won. Where a case is lost, no premium is due to  
be paid.

What security do you  
require from the client?

The Novitas lending scheme requires the client to sign a ‘Deed of 
Assignment’. This gives Novitas an assignment over the proceeds of the 
claim, meaning Novitas is repaid first from any settlement monies received, 
before the balance is sent to the client.

Application process

What is the application 
process?

To begin the application process, you will need to complete an application 
form on your client’s behalf, and attach an accompanying insurance policy 
from one of the approved scheme insurers. You can access this via your 
dedicated online portal which is available once you have signed the Global 
Terms agreement with Novitas.
If Novitas approve the loan application, loan documents will be sent to the 
client directly. The client can take independent legal advice (ILA), which they 
pay for directly or sign an ILA waiver. They will then return their signed 
documents, to Novitas. 
Once Novitas receive the signed documents there is a statutory 14 days 
cooling off period before the first draw down can be made, with your client’s 
approval.

At what stage of the  
case can my client  
apply for a loan?

An application can be made at any stage of the proceedings.

Does the firm have to  
prepare the legal  
agreement for the loan?

No. Novitas is responsible for the loan contracts and legal agreements with 
the client. Once they are approved, Novitas deals directly with the client 
regarding the loan.

Does the client have to take 
independent legal advice?

We recommend to clients that they take independent legal advice (ILA) over 
the loan agreement to ensure they fully understand the terms of the loan. If 
they do not wish to take ILA, we ask them to sign an ILA waiver stating that 
they are fully aware of the terms of the loan and have elected not to take 
advice.
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Application process

What does the client  
need to sign? 

Your client will need to sign the following: 
• Pre-contract information
•  Adequate Explanations document 
• Consumer Credit Act regulated loan agreement
• Deed of Assignment over proceeds of settlement
•  Authorisation letter, permitting you, their solicitor, to communicate  

with Novitas
•  They will also need to provide a letter of independent legal advice  

or sign an independent legal advice waiver

What credit checks  
do you do?

We carry out standard credit checks as part of the application. If the client 
has a County Court Judgement (CCJ) or Individual Voluntary Agreement 
(IVA) to pay off an existing debt, we are unlikely to lend to them. 
If you make the first drawdown more than one year after the Novitas loan  
is made live, or a loan extension is required, we will carry out a further  
credit check.

Once approved, is there a 
time limit for the first draw 
down to be requested?

The first draw down will need to be requested within one year after the 
cooling off period has been completed.

During the case

Does the client have control 
over how we use the money?

Yes, an email is sent to the client notifying them that a draw down request 
has been processed. They can contact you directly if they have any queries.

How often can we make a 
draw down from the loan?

The loan can be drawn down as many times as required, up to the limit of 
the loan.

Where does the money  
get sent to?

Funds will be paid directly to the solicitor’s client account to clear any 
approved outstanding invoices.
Draw down requests can be made through the online portal which, once 
submitted. Novitas will aim to send funds to the firm’s client account within 
48 hours.

What happens if the client 
changes solicitor?

As the solicitor firm gives certain undertakings to Novitas, any new firm 
would also have to be approved, otherwise this is a breach of the loan 
agreement and the loan will need to be repaid immediately.



During the case

What happens if the client 
decides not to continue with 
the claim whilst on funding?

The solicitor firm must notify the insurer and Novitas immediately and a claim 
will be made on the policy. The client may be liable to repay the amount 
already drawn down depending on the reason for the case stopping, for 
example, in the case of client fraud or cancelling without a valid reason.

Can Novitas stop funding 
during the case?

Yes, there are circumstances which may mean we stop any further 
drawdowns from the loan, including but not limited to: 
• disclosure of subsequent material facts that adversely affect the case
• solicitor coming off the record
• solicitor not meeting the undertakings in the framework agreement
•  client behaviour that gives concern about the performance of the loan 

and its recoverability

Settlement

Is the client liable to  
repay the loan?

Yes. The client instructs the firm to repay the facility from the proceeds of  
the case and takes out insurance in the event the case is unsuccessful.

Is the firm liable if the  
case is lost?

No, the insurance policy will repay Novitas. However, the firm will need to 
notify Novitas as soon as possible if the case is unsuccessful.

Can the client repay  
the loan early?

Yes. There are no penalties for paying the loan off early. We calculate interest 
daily so the shorter the time they have the loan, the less they will pay in 
interest. Note that the loan is not a revolving credit facility.

Can Novitas ask for 
repayment at any time?

Any breaches of the loan agreement by the client can result in Novitas 
calling-in the loan and requiring full repayment of the loan and any interest 
owing. This can include dis-instructing you as their solicitor without 
agreement from Novitas or failing to follow advice from their solicitor which 
impacts our prospects of recovering our funds from the anticipated financial 
settlement.
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